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Artur Walter 

Improvement of Incomplete Factorizations 

by a Sparse Secant Method 

Abstract 

In the present paper, the improvement of an incomplete factoriza
tion of a non-symmetric matrix A is discussed. Starting from the 
ideas of sparsity preserving quasi-Newton methods, an algorithm is 
developed which improves the approximation of A by the incomplete 
factorization maintaining the sparsity struture of the matrices. No 
renumbering of the unknowns or the admittance of additional fill-in 
is necessary. The linear convergence of the algorithm is proved un
der the assumption, that L and U* have the same sparsity structure 
and an incomplete factorization with some reasonable approxima
tion property exits. In combination with this algorithm, the method 
of incomplete factorization and its several modifications are applica
ble to a wider class of problems with improved convergence qualities. 
This is shown by a numerical example. 

K e y Words: non-symmetric linear system, sparse secant method, 
incomplete factorization. 

A M S ( M O S ) Subject Classifications: 65F10, 65N20, 65N30 
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1. Introduction 
The solution of large sparse systems of linear equations 

Ax = b (1.1) 

is one of the most difficult tasks during the computation of finite difference or 
finite element approximations to partial differential equations. In the case of 
a selfadjoint differential operator a positive definite coefficient matrix A arises. 
For such matrices very powerful iterative techniques for solving (1.1) exist, e.g. 
conjugate gradient type methods and multi-grid methods. 

However, solving non-selfadjoint problems, e.g. convection diffusion equations 
result in non-symmetric matrices A. For those matrices, it is, in general, by far 
more difficult to solve (1.1). In a recent paper [1] secant methods were proposed 
to treat these non-symmetric problems. 

For positive definit coefficient matrices A incomplete factorizations introduced 
in [8] have been proved to be a good preconditioner for conjugate gradient 
type methods as well as smoother in multi-grid methods,[9], [10]. In the non-
symmetric case the incomplete factorization was less successful, in convergence 
theory and in applications. So, many modification were introduced, [10]. Most 
of them try to order the unknowns in an appropriate manner, e.g. in stream
line direction for convection dominated problems. The major drawbacks are, 
that it seems difficult to find a renumber algorithm for general situations on 
anisotropic grids generated by adaptive solution algorithms, [6]. For machines 
with special hardware tailored to regular grids, as the Connection Machine, 
such a renumbering will slow down the overall perfomance dramatically. 

With the approache introduced in [1], we try to modify the matrices L and U of 
the incomplete factorization during the iteration. In this way, the factorization 
is improved without altering the structure of the matrix A. The linear system 
(1.1) is looked at as a special case of a nonlinear system. For such systems with 
the sparse Jacobian A, sparsity presvering secant methods are known for long 
[4]. Starting from this basis we develope an algorithm for updating the product 
LU maintaining the sparsity structure imposed by the incomplete factorization 
on these matrices. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the incomplete factorization 
and the notation to describe sparse matrices is introduced. Some properties 
of this matrices are shown. In Sections 3, we repeat the sparse secant update . 
These results are applied in Section 4 to obtain a sparsity preserving update 
of the product LU. Convergence results for the new algorithm are presented 
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the 
in Section 5. In Section 6 the implementation of the 
a numerical example which proves the advantage of 
factorization is given. Finally, we make some concluding 

Throughout this paper, M* = (rrikj) denotes the 

M = (m.jk) . The vector norm ||x|| = \/x*x is alw, 

and | |M| | = s u p ^ n - ! | |Mx| | the corresponding matr ix 

Frobenius norm \\M\\F = (52j,k lmjfc|2)1/2 w n l be used. 

algorithm is shown and 
modified incomplete 

remarks. 

transposed of the matrix 
,ys the Euclidean norm 
norm. In addition, the 
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2. The Incomplete Factorization 

For the matrix A 6 L(\Rn) nonsingular we assume throughout the paper that 
the factorization algorithm of Gauss without pivoting is possible. During this 
factorization process lower unit triangular matrices Lk and matrices A^ are 
constructed such that 

Lk • A^ = A{k+l) (2.1) 

and A{n) = : U is an upper triangular matrix. The matrices Lk are given by 

Lk := I - lke*k 

with 

4 := (0 . . . 0 , 4 + u , • • •, h,k)* a,nd L^1 = I + lke*k . 

At the end of the algorithm we obtain 

L-A = Ln_1-Ln-2-...-L1-A = U (2.2) 

and have to invert L. For the construction of (L)-1 we assume tha t 

L1-1-...-ifc-
1 = / + E ^ : 

Since e*lk+\ = 0 for 1 < i < k it is 

Lr 1 - . . . -^- 1 -^ = / + ! > ; (2-3) 
t = i 

and so 

L := (L)-1 = I+Ehe* . (2.4) 
:'=1 

This shows, that the factorization can be done row by row, with no coupling 
between the former modified rows. This is one reason which leads to the in
complete factorization introduced by M E I J E R I N K / V A N D E R V O R S T [8]. The idea 
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is, to construct matrices Lk and A^k+1^ according to 

elements {L^)k and (A'j) f ° r which A j = 0 . Of 
general for the matrices L and [/ constructed in this way. 
approximate factorization is, tha t there is no fill-in as 
This is very important for sparse matrices arising in the 
methods. 

A representation similar to (2.4) is not possible for the 
start from (2.3) 

(2.1) but ignoring such 
course, it is LU ^ A in 

The advantage of this 
with Gauss's algorithm. 
context of finite element 

matrix L in (2.2). If we 

Lk • Lk-i Li=I- J2l'e*t 
i = l 

we obtain for 

k 

Lk+1 • Lk • ••• • Li = (I - lk+ie*k+1) [l\-^2he't 

1 ~ E^< - J2lkUeUlliei 
:'=1 i = l 

III 

Since e*k+1li ^ 0 for 1 < i < k there is a coupling t 
means especially, that if we require a sparsity structur 
ence all subsequent rows. The algorithm developed 
each row of a given pair of matrices L and U separately 
maintain a prescribed sparsity structure during the alg< 
considerations it seems recommended to us to start 
form A = LU instead of LA — U. 

We should mention here, that the most succesful sp 
nonlinear problems, the algorithm of J O H N S O N / A U S 
version recently analyzed by M A R T I N E Z [2] start from 
But for (2.3) we will focus on another algorithm. 

For a description of the sparsity structure of a matrix 
and definitions. The sparsity structure of a row of A is 

Vt
A := {v € IR" : e*v = 0 V j such that e] 

If X is a subspace of IRn, we define by Sx the orthogonal 
subspace. The prescription of the sparsity pat tern of 
arbitrary vector s £ IRn is 

o all former rows. This 
in row i this will influ-
the sequel operates on 
Our main interest is to 

orithm. With the above 
a factorization of the from 

aise update algorithm for 
TRIA [5] and its sparse 

the representation (2.2). 

we need some notations 

Aej = 0} . 

projection on this 
a vector v € V{

A on an 
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Sv>A(s) 
J sj if Vj^O 

[ 0 if VJ = 0 . 

The indices of nonzero elements of a vector v G V^4 is 

W 1 ) := {1 < * < n : 3 v G VA : vt ^ 0} . (2.5) 

It is always assumed, that the indices in (2.5) are ordered. This means, if 

J(Vl
A) = {i1,i2,...,im} with m = dim(V^) (2.6) 

it is ii < i% < ... < im. With this notation, we define a restriction operator 

SV>A : IRn -> IRm 

v -+ ( u t l , ^ 2 , . . . , i > i r , 
(2.7) 

In our considerations often matrix-vector-products occur and we need the same 
operators for matrices. The cancellation of rows of a matrix M G |RnX™ w i th 
respect to VA is 

Tv> : \Rr 

m; 

innxn 

f m t j if i G J(V^) x 

I 0 otherwise 
<i, j <n . 

The corresponding columns are set to zero by 

(2.8) 

rpVA . i pnxn ipnXn 

m,: 
/ m t i if i and j € J{VA) . . 

(̂  0 otherwise . 

The analogue of (2.7) for matrices is 

T ' • | R n X r l iD^nXm 

M i-> 

m,-«1 ,»n \ 

\ *mi*l *mi*m / 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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where the indices are given by (2.6). 

In the development of the algorithm below, often a special matrix occurs which 
is defined here: 

(2.11) 

R e m a r k . In our applications, the matrix A steems from a finite elemnt dis
cretization of a non-selfadjoint partial differential equation, K O R N H U B E R 

/ R O I T Z S C H [6]. The resulting matrix A is in gerneral non-symmetr ic but 
has a symmetric sparsity structure. This means, tha t A and A* have the same 
position of non-zero elements. The structure is maintained during the incom
plete factorization process and so L and U* have the same sparsity pat tern. 
This fact is very important for the subsequent considerations and we will re
strict ourselves to such matrices A. The special structure of the matrix (2.11) 
is analyzed in the following 

L e m m a 1 Assume that U is given by an incomplete LU-factorization process 
of A and x G IR™. Then it is 

Sv>A(U^x) = Tv>A(U^)SV'A{x) (2.12) 

5 ^ (U^x) = TV'A (U^)SV'A (x) . (2.13) 

P roof . From (2.8) we get 

Sv>A{U^x) = Tv>A(U^)x. 

The fact that L* and U have the same sparsity structure yields 

6 

" i i , i "*!,„ 
m2,2 

Af<*'> : = m t - l , i - l • • • m%-\,n 
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fV'A(U^) = TviA(U^). 

From this we obtain (2.12) 

Svf(U®x) = fV'A{U^)x = TV'A(U^)SV'A(x) . 

The elemination of zero rows and columns j for j 4_ J{V{
A) with the operator 

(2.10) gives (2.13) 

~SV'A(U^x) = TV'A{U{i))SV'A(x) . 

Remark. The proof of Lemma (1) shows, that it is enough to assume, that 
L* and U have the same sparsity structure. This fact may be advantageous in 
some circumstances. All considerations here are also applicable to variants of 
incomplete factorizations introduced in [10]. 
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3. Broyden's Method for Linear Problems 

The application of Broyden's good method , see e.g. [7] to a linear problem 

Ax = b (3.1) 

with A G L(\Rn) nonsingular and b G IR™ results in the following algorithm for 
h — 1 k 
" ' *• i • • • i "'max • 

a) solution step : Bksk = rk 

b) upda te step : xk+1 = xk + tksk (3.2) 

c) Bk+i = Bk + (yk - Bksk)-^ . 

Here the notation 

rk := b — Axk , ek := x — xk and yk := A.sfc 

is used. The line search parameter tk can be calculated due to [1] or set to one, 
as it is done in the following. An initial approximation x0 of the solution and 
Bo of A is needed to start the algorithm. The update formula (3.2.c) for the 
matrix Bk is constructed by satisfying the two demands 

Bk+isk = yk , (3.3) 

the secant condition and the least change condition 

mm\\Bk+1~ Bk\\F subject to Bk+1 G Q{y,s) (3.4) 

where Q(y,s) := {M G L(\Rn) :Ms = y}. 

The initial approximation B0 of A should have the same sparsity structure as A. 

With the update (3.2.c), this structure is destroyed. So, one looks for sparsity 
preserving updates, as was first done by S C H U B E R T [4]. It seems worthwhile to 
repeat the derivation to illuminate the problems in the derivation of the new 
algorithm. 

The set of all matrices with the same sparsity structure of A is 

SP(A) := {M G L(IRn) : M*e,- G V / , 1 < i < n} 
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The sparse update is derived by obeying (3.3) and (3.4) at each row of Bk+i 
separately, motivated by the fact that 

\\Bk+1-Bk\fF = ±\\e;(Bk+1-Bk)\\\ (3.5) 

L e m m a 2 Let a G IR, v G IR"\{0} and I C { l , . . . , n } he given such that 
y"X? ^ 0. Then the unique solution to 
iei 

min IIa;II subject to v*x — a 

is 

x — avl^^vf . (3.6) 
iei 

Proof. If a = 0 the lemma is true. Otherwise, we introduce on the space 
Z : = { i £ IR™ : Xi — 0 \/i (£1} the scalar product 

(x,y) := ] T Xiyi . (3.7) 
ieJ(z)=i 

Now (3.6) follows from the fact that 

(u,v) ' 

where [ ] + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse with respect to the norm 
introduced by the scalar product (3.7) . • 

With this Lemma, it is possible to derive a sparsity preserving update. 

T h e o r e m 3 Let Bk G L(\Rn) C\ SP(A) be given. Then the unique solution to 

min ||jBfc+1 - Bk\\F subject to Bk+1 G Q{y,s) fl SP{A) (3.8) 

is 

Bk+1 = Bk + J2[SV'A(sySV>A(s))+ete*(y - Bks)Sv>A(Sy . (3.9) 
i = l 
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Proof. Define C := Bk+X — Bk. With (3.5), we can rewrite (3.8) as 

min y l ia i l 2 subject to C,-s = e*(y - Bks) . (3.10) 

where C,- := e*C . This is equivalent to n disjoint problems 

min | |C t | |
2 subject to C{S = e*Ay — Bks) . 

CelRTiV/1 

By the construction of (3.9) it is C; e V{
A . This yields 

\\c>\\2 = ±c?3= £ cl 

and 

n 

ds — 2_^CijSj = 2_j CijSj = 2 ^ CijS ' (s)j . 
i=i jeJ(vt

A) jeJ(v,A) 

In the case SyA(s)^0 we can apply Lemma 2 and obtain 

d = [SV'A(sySV'A(s))+e*(y - Bks)Sv<A(sy . 

If Sv> (s) = 0 no modification of Bk is possible since [Sv< (s)*Sv> ( s ) ] + = 0. 
The sparsity structure is kept and it remains to show tha t the secant condition 
is fulfilled for the i-th row of Bk+i. 

e:Bk+1s = (e*Bk+1)S
vA(s) = 0 = ( e , M ) S ^ ( * ) = e]As = yt . 

Note, that it is essential that the i-th row of A and Bk+i have the same sparsity 
structure to show the secant condition . m 

R e m a r k . One can also fix any element of Bk. We only have to set the corre
sponding element of A to zero and incorporate it in the sparsity structure. This 
is done e.g. for the diagonal elements of L below. 

In some circumstances it is appropriate to use a weighted Frobenius norm. The 
update corresponding to (3.2.c) is given by the 
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Corol lary 4 With the same notation as in Theorem 3 and the nonsingular 
matrices M, N £ L(IR") the unique solution of 

min \\M(Bk+1 - Bk)N\\F subject to Bk+1 G Q(y, s) (3.11) 

is 

Bk+l = Bk + (y- Bks)[
{N_ls)lN_ls . (3.12) 

Proof. Define C := MCN for C € L(\Rn). Then (3.11) can be rewritten as 

min H-Bfc+i — Bk\\p subject to Bk+i G Q(Ny,M~1s) . 

The solution is given by Theorem 3. • 

In a recent paper [11] another sparsity preserving update was proposed. There, 
the matrix A is used as a weight in (3.11). The zero elements of A annihilate the 
corresponding contributions in (3.12). The analysis of the resulting algorithm 
is possible in the same way as done below and will be given elsewhere. 
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4. Least Change Secant Updates for Matrix 
Products 

4.1 The dense case 

During the realization of Broyden's method it is necessary to solve the linear 
equation in (3.2). This should be easier than to solve (3.1) directly. There are, 
in principle, two possibilities. First, we can start with an approximation Bo 
of A, e.g. the diagonal part of A. Then we can update Hk '•= B^1 with the 
Sherman-Morrison-Lemma, as it is done in [1]. Here we want to start with an 
approximate factorization of A, the incomplete LU-factorization, introduced 
above. The question arises, how can such a factorization be updated in the 
framework presented in the previous chapter. 
In this situation, the solution step of Broyden's method is 

LkUkSk = rk . 

We seek an updated of Lk and Uk subject to the secant condition 

Lk+1Uk+1sk = yk (4.1) 

and the least change condition 

min \\Lk+iUk+i - LkUk\\F . (4.2) 

The matrices L and U don't have any prescribed sparsity structure yet. As 
a first step, we look at the "dense case". An additional unknown w € IRn is 
introduced to make the problem more treatable. The approach is presented for 
different choices of w for completeness. All iteration indices k are dropped and 
the abbreviations L := Lk+i , U := Uk+i are used. In this notation (4.1) is 

Lw — y and Us = w . (4.3) 

The least change condition (4.2) is split into 

min | |Z — L\\p and min ||f7 — U\\F (4.4) 

The combination of (4.3) and (4.4) provides an U-update of the form 
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Ü = U + (w-Us)— (4.5) 

and similar for the matrix L 

L = L + (y-Lw) w 
WW 

(4.6) 

For every w the secant condition (4.1) is guaranteed. 

Now, we want to determine w so that (4.2) is fulfilled. From (4.5) and (4.6) we 
have for the product 

ID = Lu(l-—)+y— + (y- Lw) — U [I- — 
\ s*sj s*s w*w V s*s 

With any matrix M G Q{y,s) the difference in (4.2) is 

\\LÜ-LU\\F = 

The first outstanding choice for w is 

M -LU + (y- Lw)—U) (7 - — 
w*w / \ s*s 

Lw = y . 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The insertion in (4.8) gives \\ID - LU\\F < \\M - LU\\F for all M G Q(y, s). 
This means with (4.6), that L is fixed. The resulting algorithm was proposed 
and analyzed by D E N N I S / M ARWIL [3]. Note, that from (4.7) 

LU-A + (y-Lw) — U) (I - — Ky Jw*w J \ s*s 
\\ZÜ-A\\F = 

and with the choice (4.9) 

\\LÜ-A\\F<\\LU-A\\F 

a better approximation of the matrix A is obtained. 

The second choice suggested by (4.8) is 

Us = w . 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

With this setting (4.8) is 
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\\LÜ-LU\\F = 

< 

The analogue of (4.10) is 

\\LD - A\\F < \\LU - A\\F\\U-l\\ \\U\\ . (4.12) 

The choice (4.11) implies with (4.5) that no £/-update is possible. 

A third possibility, proposed by (4.8) is 

U*w = s (4.13) 

since s*(I — ss*/s*s) = 0. This directly yields 

\\W - LU\\F < \\M-LU\\F 

and 

\\W -A\\F< \\LU-A\\F, 

which seems to be the best choice. 

In multi-grid applications often the L-D-U-Q&nss decomposition, where D is 
a diagonal matrix and B — LDU is used. In this context all information should 
be contained in D. Therefor the matrices L and U are fixed. The secanat 
condition is 

LDUs = y . 

The least change condition reads now 

min \\LDU - LDU\\F = min \\L(D - D)U\\F . (4.14) 

Corollary 4 gives the solution of (4.14): 

D = D + {L~ly - DUs)—!}-1 . 
s*s 

It is worth noticing that the vector w — (5*[/ - 1)* from (4.13) also occurs here. 

(M-W/-^)(/-^) 
V w*w J \ s*sj F 

(M - LU)U-> ( l - ^ ) u 
\ w*w J F 

M - I [ / | | F | | C / - 1 | | | | £ / | | . 

14 
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4.2 The sparse case 

To take advantage of the different updates development above, it should be 
possible to construct sparsity preserving versions of these formulas which also 
satisfy the secant condition. 

In Theorem 3 the intersection SP(A) C\ Q(y,s) may be empty. In this case, we 
obtain from the update formula (3.9) a matrix out of SP (A) which is closest to 
all matrices in Q(y,s) in the Frobenius norm. This is reasonable in the context 
of optimization. Since our aim is to solve the linear system (3.1), we claim that 
the secant condition is more important. With this argument, formulas violating 
the secant condition, used in optimization, are rejected. 
The update proposed in the previous section was 

U*w — s , Üs = w , Lw = y . (4-15) 

s - w 
U = U + (w-Us) , L = L + (y-Lw) (4.16) 

s*s w*w 

LÜ = LU + (y - LUs)-^- (4.17) 

The application of Schubert's sparse update developed on the previous chapter 
provides the [ / -update 

Ü = U + YHsV'U(sYsV'U(s)}+eieXw ~ Us)SV'U(sY (4.18) 

and in the same manner the L-update 

L = L + Y^[SV'L{wySV'L(w)]eie*(y - LUs)Sv>L(w)* . (4.19) . • 'V;- i / . . . \*cV.L^.. \ l . _*/„. r TT ~\oV2
L , 

t=l 

This gives by construction (4.15), if 

Svi (w)^Q and 5 ^ ( 5 ) ^ 0 l < z < n . (4.20) 

Any other case needs special consideration. 

If w and s have at least one non-zero component, e.g. w at the position i, it is 
always possible to achieve (4.20) . Set 
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J(w) := {1 <j <n:wj = 0} 

and construct a transformation matrix 

N-1:=U(I + eje':). 
jeJ 

The vector v := N~lw has no zero component and the update (4.18) is given 
by Corollary 4 

D = U + f2{SV'U{vySv<U{v)}+ete*(w - Us)Sv<U (v)'N-1 

t = i 

with the weights N = Y\ (I — eje*) and M — I. The same is possible for the 
je J 

update (4.19). 

The difficulty steems from the fact that the product LU and A have different 
sparsity structures. Assume Sv> (w) — 0 in equation (4.19) and hence for the 
i-th row 

e*lw = e*LSv>L{w) = 0 = e*U*SV<U(w) . (4.21) 

It is 5"^ C SV{ and SVi C Sv> , but there is no matrix at hand with the 
prescribed sparsity structure to show that (4.21) is equal y;. 

Our aim is to construct a method for updating the factorization LU in the 
way shown above and maintaining the sparsity structure. This is achieved by 
splitting (4.1) and (4.2) in n disjoint problems corresponding to the rows of LU. 
The i-th row of (4.1) is 

e*LÜs = e*RiÜ{l)s = e*RiW^ 

where 

Hi :— (L^i, L{t2, • • •, Liti_\, Uiti,..., Ui^n) 

and 

w& := U^s 
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with {/(*) defined above. 

Since the update is row by row, the rows 1,2,... ,i — 1 are already updated. 
This allows to rewrite (4.2) as 

\\W-LUfF = J:\\e*{LÜ-LU)\\2 

i = i 

= Y,\\RiÜ® - RiUMtf (4.22) 

i = l 

t = l 

The problem corresponding to (4.2) is now to find a solution of 
min \\(Ri - Ri)UM\\2 subject to (Ä,- - R^U^s = e*(y - J W ° ) . 

RiEVf 

The solution in the case SVi (w^) / 0 is given by Lemma 2 

Ri = R{ + [Sv*A(w^ySv>A(wW)}+(yi - Riwix))w^ . (4.23) 

Broyden's good method (4.17) reads, with the introduced notation, for the i-th 
row 

qVA(jjU) \* 

Ri = Ri + (Vi - RiU{i)s) vA ' [
 T/7 ,x . (4.24) 

The equation (4.22) suggests to look for a least change condition in a weighted 
Frobenius norm. With the weight N® = (U^)~\ the update given by Corollary 
4 is just (4.23). This shows that our proposed method is Broyden's good update 
with some special weighting functions. Summing up the above considerations, 
we have the following 

Theorem 5 The unique solution of 

min \\Ri — Ri\\ subject to R{W^ = y; (A 25) 
Rievt

A \ • J 

is given by 

Ri = Ri + [SV'A{w^ySv<A(wW)]+(yi - RiwM)Sv*A(wMy . (4.26) 
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Proof. The case Sv< (w^>) ^ 0 was discussed above. It remains to show that 
in the case SVi (w^>) — 0 the secant condition is fulfilled. 
Assume Sv< (w^) = 0. This implies 

~Svf(wM) = 0 = S^'V^) = TV'A (U^)^ (s) 

yA ... 

by Lemma 2. Since T ' (Wl>) is an upper triangular matrix with non-zero 
diagonal elements, it follows that 

~SV>A(s) = 0 and SV'A(s) = 0. 

This gives for the secant condition 

Vl = e*As = e*ASV'A{s) = 0 = Rtw^ 

and the Theorem is true. • 
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5. Convergence Analysis 

The interpretation of the algorithm (4.26) as a weighted update makes it nec-
cessary to control this variable weights during the iteration. Throughout this 
chapter it is assumed that 

||tf(0 _ £/(«) || < Q for i < i < n ^ (5.1) 

with a determined below. The matrices C and U are given by a regular Gauss 
factorization process such that CM = A. Therefor C ^SP(A) and U ^SP(A). 
In the following the notations 1Z and A4 correspond to these matrices in an 
obvious way. 

The reduced matrix T ' (Wl>) is nonsingular for all i. There are constants ß > 0 
and K > 0 such that 

||[ry'Vw)]_1ll <ß (5-2) 
and 

| | £ | | < K , \\U\\<K. (5.3) 

L e m m a 6 Under the assumptions (5.1) and (5.2) there is a constant 7 > 0 
with 

l = T^—a if<*ß<1 (5-4) 
1 — aß 

such that 

7 | |^V l ) ) l l > \\Sy*(s)\\ . (5.5) 

Proof. The assumption (5.1) implies 

\\fV'A(D{l)) - TViA{U^)\\ < OL , 1 < 1 < n 

and with the Banach perturbation lemma 
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Let 7 := max {7;}. Lemma 1 yields 
Ki<n 

-nVA, -nVA , 

•sv'(wM) = Tv'(ü^)r>(s) 
This implies 

and 

-nVA , *VA -nVA. T' (s) = (T< (tfW)]-1?*>W) 

-VA, M, „ ,,— VA, (,) 
\Sri ( 3 ) | | < 7 l | 5 r i ( ^ (5.6) 

,-̂ v.-*, Since US' ' (5)|| = \\S • (s)\\ equation (5.5) is true. 

For the convergence proof we need another technical Lemma. Let the matrix 
M € IRnXn be defined by 

M : = 

Rn 

(5.7) 

Lemma 7 Under the assumptions (5.1) to (5.4) there is a constant c > 0 de-
pending on the dimension n of A such that 

M-M\\F<c\\M-M\ (5.8) 

Proof. For shortness of the presentation let v^ :— SVt (w^). In view of (3) 
we can restrict ourselves to the case v^ ^ 0. The update formula (4.26) gives 

Ri - TU = {Ri - Hi) [I - ^ ^ J + (yi - Ki»b))j!w) (5"9) 

and by orthogonality of the vectors on the right-hand side 

2 

iRi-TiiW2^ 
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The first term on the right-hand side of (5.9) is an orthogonal projection and 
so 

(Ri - Hi) [ / - -r~TT <\\Ri-Ki\\. (5.10) 

Note that Ai = IZiU^' and hence the second term on the right hand side of 
equation (5.9) is with Lemma 6 

yi-nMl)-n 
,(i> 

i>(*)*u(0 
< \\AiSv<A(s) - £tÜ^Sv>A(s)\\ • ( l l ^ ( ^ ) H ) - 1 

< 7 | |£ t. | | | |wW_£/(0|| 

Summing up these results provides 

\\Ri-Ki\\2 < \\Ri-Tli\\
2 + 'y\\Cj\\

2\\ÜW-UW\\2 

< | | 7 ? , - ^ t | |
2 + 7Ka . 

For the above defined matrix M it is 

(5.11; 

\Mt - A<,||2 = ||X(t+1) - £ ( i + 1 ) | |2 + ||C7('+1) - W(l+1)||2 . (5.12) 

Let 

e . - : = E P i - ^ H 2 = l|MW->fW||J. (5.13) 
3 = 1 

The assumption (5.1) implies \\U^ — U^\\ < a for j < i. With the definition 
(5.13) and (5.12) it is for e3_x 

£,-_! = \\Rj.i - Kj-xW2 = ||X(J) - C^f + \\ÜW - U^\\2 > \\ÜW-UW\\2 . 

Hence from (5.11) 

£j — £j_i < Sj + 'fKSj^i 

where 

8r.= \\R3-n3\\
2. 
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This gives 

e. < 6. + (i + 7 K)£ j_1 < J2(l + 7«0^-.- < (1 + 7«)*" E *j 
.'=0 j=0 

and 

||M - M | | | < (1 + 7«)n E llÄi - nj\\2 ^ C1 + 7«)"I|M - A4|||. . 
j=o 

So, the Lemma is true. • 

Theorem 8 With the assumptions of Lemma 7 and in addition a form (5.1) 
such that 

(2aK + K)2an-\\A-1\\<l (5.14) 

the algorithm is linear convergent, i.e. there is a constant c £ (0,1) such that 

Ilefc+i|| < c||efc|| for all k (5.15) 

Proof. Equation (5.15) is shown in the usual way by an induction over k. The 
update formula (4.26) gives for the error ek+i 

ek+1 = (I- {LkUk)-
lA)ek = (LkUk)-\LkUk - A)ek . (5.16) 

So, we have to control the two factors on the right-hand side. 

It is 

(LkUk-A) = Lk(Uk-U) + (Lk-C)U 

= ((Lk-C) + C)(Uk-U) + (Lk-C)U 

and 

\\LkUk - A\\ < (\\Lk - C\\ + K)\\Uk - U\\ + \\Lk - £| | • « . (5.17) 

From Lemma 7 it follows that 
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\\Lk - C\\2 + \\Uk - U\\2 = \\Mk - M\\2 < c\\Mk~l -M\\2 

= c(\\Lk-1 - £\\2 + Hi/*-1 - U\\2) < 2ca 

from the induction hypothesis. This yields for (5.17) 

\\LkUk — A\\ < (2ac + K)2ca —: a . 

With the asumption (5.14) on a we obtain from the Banach perturbation lemma 

Inserting these results in (5.16) and taking norms yields 

P - 1 | | 5 „ „ „ „ 
kfe+i < „ , „ efc = : c\\ek\\ 
11 +1N ~ l - p-is" " " feN 

with cG (0,1). This proves (5.15). • 
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6. Numerical Experiment 

6.1 Implementation 
The starting point of the above developed algorithm is an incomplete factoriza
tion of A. So, the matrices L, U and an initial approximation x0 of the solution 
x should be given. In the first step of the iteration loop the residual vector is 
calculated 

rk :=b- Axk 

Next, the linear sytem 

LkUkSk = rk 

is solved with one forward and one backward substitution and the solution is 
updated. 

Xk+\ -=xk + sk (6.18) 

Now, the matrices L and U are modified according to (4.26). This is done in a 
loop over the rows i. To this end, we need a storage vector w and set 

w := sk 

If i > 1 the vector w^ in (4.26) is given by 

sum=0 

for k=i- l :n 

sum=sum+U(i- l ,k)*s(k) (6.19) 

end 

w( i - l )=sum 

With this vector, the difference (yl — /?,- w^) is 
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corr=0 

for k=l:i-l 

corr=corr+L(i,k)*w(k) 

end 

for k=i:n 

corr=corr+U(i,k)*w(k) 

end 

corr=y(i)-corr 

After imposing the sparsity pattern of row i of A the scalar product in (4.26) 
can be calculated and we set corr = corr/scalp or corr = 0 according to the 
value of the scalar product scalp. Finally the i-th row of L and U is modified 
with respect to (4.26). 

for k=l:i-l 

L(i,k)=L(i,k)+corr*w(k) 

end 

for k=i:n 

U(i,k)=U(i,k)+corr*w(k) 

end 

In many program packages the spares matrix A is described by an array of 
pointers to the non-zero elements of A. The loops (6.19) and (6.20) have to be 
changed accordingly. This was not done here for clearness of presentation. 

6.2 Example 

The algorithm was tested with a 100 x 100 regular matrix generated by ran
dom. The elements range from -1 to 1 and a symmetric sparsity structure was 
imposed also by random. The resulting matrix had 3906 non-zero elements and 
a condition number of approximately 3000. The incomplete factorization with 
Richardson iteration is known to work well in the case of symmetric diagonal 
dominant matrices. This iteration is algorithm (3.2) since both L and U are 
fixed. Since we want to compare this to algorithms, the matrix A was succes
sively altered. The new matrices were obtained by adding 1, 3, 5 and 9 to all 

(6.20) 
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diagonal elements of A. Then a new incomplete factorization was made and 
the two algorithms were applied again. The porperties of the resulting matrices 
are given in tabel 1. There NDD denotes the number of lines which were not 
diagonal dominant. The greatest difference between the diagonal element and 
the sum of all other elements in this row was 9.3. The abbriviation DIFF means 
the differenece between the matrix A and the product LU in the matrix norm. 

Matrix NDD DIFF with update without update 

1 100 18 85 -

2 95 8.0 16 -

3 69 3.5 9 128 

4 35 2.0 6 13 

5 3 1.3 5 9 

Table 6.1: Results of numerical example 

The next two columns show the number of iterations needed to achieve an 
relative error of 1 0 - 6 for algorithm (4.26) and the Richardson iteration. The 
corresponding iteration history is shown in the subsequent figures. There, the 
number of iterations is plotted against the norm of the error. 

, m Matrix 1 , „ , Matrix 2 

10° 

10 3 

1 0 6 

10 20 30 10 20 30 

i m Matrix 3 , „ , Matrix 4 

10° 

10-3 

10-6 

10 20 30 10 20 30 
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Matrix 5 . Q 3 Update with line search 

Figure 6.1: Convergence history for different matrices 

It is possible to avoid the oscillations in the iteration history for the worst matrix 
1 which was the starting matrix A if one uses the update (3.2) with the line 
search parameter proposed by [1]. The value of tk is obtained by 

tk := ^ - with LUz = Ask . 
4Z 

The result is shown in the last figure. Unfortunatley, there is no sound theoret
ical basis for this line search for the algorithm presented here. 
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7. Conclusion 

Starting from the assumption, that an incomplete factorization of a given ma
trix A is possible, a new algorithm is developed. It maintains the given sparsity 
structure and don't takes positive definiteness into account. This makes the 
algorithm appropriate as a sovler for non-symmetric linear problems and as a 
smoother in multi-grid methods. The convergence analysis presented here seems 
to be a basis for further theoretical investigations of incomplete factorizations 
for non-symmetric matrices. With our approach, the applicability of the incom
plete factorization method and its variants is spread to a wider class of problems, 
e.g. convection diffusion problems or problems arising in computational fluid 
mechanics. Especially the numerical results are convincing. This impression is 
backed not only by the given example, but also by further more extensive tests 
which will be published. Further testing and theoretical investigations should 
be done. 

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t I want to thank Prof. P. Deuflhard, who directed my 
attention to the sparse secant updates. During this work he encouraged me in 
several useful discussions. 
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